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PRELIMINARY P)RFORMANC7E ABALYSIj OF THE
PULSE-DVTONATION-JET ENGINE

SYSTEM

24 October 1952

This report was prepared by the Aerophysios Devel-
opment Corporation under U.S. Air Force Contract Number
AF 3(616)-37. This is the third progress report of the
work completed by 10 October 1952 under the research ard
development oontract identified by Eixpenditure Ordel No.
R-467-4 BR-I. The report is the third of a seriesito be
issued on this project, the first having been submitted
on 1 April 1952, the second on 24 July 1952 and the
fourth and final progress report due on 24 January 1953.

4ft Two technical reports have been submitted besides the
above technical reports, one on 26 August 1952 and the
other on 18 October 1952.

Included among those who oooperatea in these pre-
liminary studies is E. L. Kumm, who assisted with the
combustion, heat transfer and fuel control system.
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ABSTRACT

The final performance analysiu of the supersonic Pulse-
Dot-Jet is given in this report. The performance of the en-
gine given in this report represents a revision of the. pre-
vious results given in Reference 1. These final computations
include the new ideas of scavenging flow &nd minor corrections
to the computations. The performance as presented in its
final form here does not substantially differ from the results
given in the last progress report (Reference 1). The curves
of the drag coefficient of a typical supersonic long range
missile show, as before, that four 36" diameter engines have
enough reserve power to propel the missile through sonic flight
velocities and up to a flight Idach number of 2.80.

In addition a unit small enough to be mounted on the blade
tip of a helicopter was analysed. This unit has a maximum
diameter of 8k" with combustion tubes 6" long and ranging in
diameter from 0.60" to 0.2b". The total weight of one unit
is approximately 35 pounds. The basic difference of this smaller
unit and the large unit previously described is the method of
ignition of the fuel. It is doubtful if detonation can be
supported in such tubes. But, on the other hand, since the
tubes are cposed of ceramic materials and are unoooled the
combustion is achieved rapidly by surface combustion from the
hot walls of the ceramic tubes, the combustion proceeding
radially inward in the tube.

This jet unit of 8j" diameter produces a tirust of 110 lbs
at a maximum temperature of 2000F and has a specific fuel co7.
sumption of 1.65 1 / L of thrust. Important performance points
are given in the following table.

TW.P6iRATUR" STATIC THRUST STATIC SPECIFIC
...... FUL CONSUYPTION

Pounds Pounds Per Hour
Per Pound of Thrust

1500 75 1.31

Cruising
Temperature 1800 93 1.32

2000 110 1.33

Temperature
of Max. Power 2500 1356 1*46

RE cTE kPI0TV INI190MATIlIN
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The ulti-Jet engine promises to be a very simple and in-
expensive jet unit suitable partioularly for helicopters and
other subsonic aircraft and missile applications. Preliminary
design studies indicate that although the specific fuel oon-
sumption of the Multi-Jet is more than that of the reoiprooating
engine, the much lower weight makes it possible for a Multi-
Jet propelled helicopter to carry more payload for long as well
as short range operations.
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INTRODUCT ION

Two technical reports have been published on the
Multi-Jet engine (References 3 and 4). These two re-
porte describe in detail the operation and the perform-
anoe of the I:ulti-Jet engine utilizinC, Ls ignition source
the hot ceramic walls of the tubes with the burning pro-
ceedir, radially in the tubes.

The performance computations of the supersonic
Pulse-Det-Jet utilizing detonstion are revised cn. th-ese
are described in detal in this report. The rtetflod of
computation of these final results is similar to that
used in the previous progress report (Reference 1) and
the method is reported in full detail here, including
tabular data.

The description of the e.-:perimenta1 investigation
given in the previous report (Reference 1) is ar,pllfied
nd continued in this report

vi
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SECTI01V I

FIEAL PERFORAOIXE ANALYJIo OF "UEkO0IC E2EGINE

1.1 General

The last progress report (Reference 1) gave the complete
description and the performance of an engine suitable for super-
sonic flight. This engine was able to produce (a) static thrust
comparable to a turbo jet but its efficiency was not as good and
(b) supersonic thrust comparable to a ram jet but at a much
better specific fuel consumption.

In computing the performance of the engine as described in
Reference 1, various assumptions ,were made. These were:

(1) Burning time was 0.0015 seconds

(2) A 1lach number of 1.0 was assumed for the scavenged
gases as they are discharged

(3) The following diffuser efficiencies were used:

Speed Total Pressure Ratio

0 i0 1_ 1.0 1.00

t 0 C) 2 0.95

M 0 2.80 0.65

(4) The thrust was computed from only the impulse
obtained (a) from the high pressure sonic discharge
of the burnt gases through the open end of the
tubes with no nozzle expansion considered, (b)
from the discharge of the remaining burnt gases
during scavenging.

The impulse of the intake air was subtracted from the above im-
pulses to give the net impulse. The flow during the discharge
or expansion phase was assumed to issue at a Each number of 1.0
and no expansion was considered. Any reaction of the pressures
on the solid portions between the tubes was nejlected. 

It is

IRE6TRICTLO
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expected that a pressure greater than static pressure is obtained
in the outlet duct of the whole engine.

A study was made of these asoumptions to see if they could
be improved and what was the effect of any chares.

1.2 Assumptions

It was felt that the burning time used was as good an assump-
tion as can be made at this time. It is hoped that future exper-
imental results in the literature will throw more light on this
phase of the cycle.

A better consideration for the scavenge flow is given for
the lower flight Tc, h numbers. For these oases it was felt that
the exit velocity for the remainder of the burnt gases was assumed
to be too high and therefore gave an impulse thiut was too great.
It will be assumed that this flow is discharged at a velocity
equal to the inlet velocity of the fresh fuel-air mixture entering
the tube at the front end. This would be true for the lower kEach
numbers 0 !:vl 0 < 1.0.

Consider a tube just at the end of the discharge or expansion
phase. The pressure in the tube drops to the total iessure of
the inlet flow at which tirie the inlet valve is opened. The
inlet flow travehling at a Each number 140 has been brought to
rest at the mouth of the tube while it -as closeJ. * eanwhile,
at the exit of the tube, the armbient static presjure is lmier than
the pressure in the tube, which is ecjtul to total ,)reuure of a
flow of 1,1ach number Y" • The conditions here are similar to the
subsonic flow surrounging an airfoil, i.e. total )res.mure at the
stagnation point on the leading edge and static 1, ressure at the
trailing edge. Therefore, in the tube the remainder of the burnt
gases continue to flow out of the tube. This flow r,ij be compared
to the steady flow of air in a stream tube towards a stagnation
point and then away from the stagnation point.

In computing the impulse produced by the ejection cT the re-
mainder of the burnt gases during the scavenging phases the e;,4t
velocity is assumed to be the same as the inlet velocity of the
new fuel-air mixture. This will be true for the subsonic flight
M1ach numbers, i.e. 0 : 0 No /1 1.0.

For the supersonic 1.aoh numbers it will be seen that the
total pressure in the tube will be sufficiently high to produce
sonic exit velocity during scavenging. At supersonic flight speeds
the pressure in the tube during scavenging and immediately after
the discharge phase will be, at first, low, then after the pressure
wave from the opening action of the inlet arrives, the Iressure
is increased. This can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 in Reference 1.

- 2 -
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The performance computations are carried out in Appendix I
and are tabulated in Tables I and II, The curves for the thrust,
speific fuel oonsumption, specific thrust and thrust per unit
maximum frontal area are given in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7.

The dra coefficient of a typical large missile is plotted
on Figure i7fa) in Reference lo This missile has a ground launch
weight of 52,000 pounds with a wing area of 425 square feet,
Four engines are required, each having an outside diameter of
36" and each weighing about 1,000 pounds for a total engine weight
of 4,000 pounds which is about half that of turbo-jets with after-
burner having the same thrust at high supersonic speeds. It will
be noted in Figure 8 that this system has sufficient excess thrust
to accelerate through U x 1.0 at sea level by operating at a max-
imum cycle temperature of about 3,aO 0 F. The minimum oruising
speed at h a 35,000 feet will be Xo=-6O for TMAX = 25400F. Sim-

ilarly at 5,000 feet, this sytem has sufficient thrust to

accelerate through N - 1 and accelerate to V = 2.80 by operating
at TMAx : 33500 F. Figure 9 gives the minimum flight velocity
( or take-off velocity).

The maximum cros-sectional diameter of the engine is 36

inches, the length is 55 inches. The cross-sectional area of the

combustLon tubes is 506 square inches or 51.b% of the maximum
cross-sectional area of the engine. There are six concentric

rows of 32 tubes each. The diameters of the tubes decrease from

the outer to the inner circle and they are 2.62", 2.22", 1.87",
1.50", 1.23", and 1.02". The length of the tubes are lb". The

total weight of the engine is approximately 950 lbs.

-3-
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L3ECTIO II

ANALYjIN OF TIlf-' SUBSONIC ENGINE

2,1 Introduction

Two technical reports have been written on the preliminary
analysis of an engine suitable for helicopter rotor propulsion.
A typical engine is described having an external diameter of 84
inches, an overall length of about 16 inches with 50, of the max-
imum area as combustion tube area. The tubes are made of a cer-
amic material suitable to withstand the internal pressures at
high wall temperatures.

The basic difference between this engine and the supersonic
engine is the method of ignition of the fuel. Since the tubes
are of such a small diameter and length, it is doubtful if deton-
ation can be initiated or even supported under such conditions.
On the other hand, by taking advantage of te .ignitioi, and flame-
holding qualities of the hot walls of a ceramic tube tniu diffi-
culty can be overcome. References 5 and 6 describe -. method of
burning at very high rates of mass flo; A thin ceramic burners.
In reference 5 at the University of m"ichigan very nigh values of
heat release per cubic foot of corbustion chamber space was ob-
tained by burning b stream of fuel mixture travelling at very
large velocities through the burner. In Reference 6 at tne Gas
Research Board very high v lues of heat release per cubic foot
of combustion chamber space wero also obtained. The flow velocity
in Reference 6 is of the same mgnitude ,s that in present ram
jet burners, but much shorter combustion clamber lengths w,'ere
used. In Reference 5 the main improvement of the ceramic burner
over the present normal burners is due to the very high velocity
employed in the burner tests.

It is proposed to make usaof this phenomenon of' surface com-
bustion. If it turns out that the mechanism of burning is ob-
tained through a series of explosions then by careful design of
the tube lengths and diameters it will be possible to tune tAe
opening ,.nd closing of the vlves to the freqeuency of the explos-
ions. Further experimental investigAtion is needed to clarify
the burning phase and to obtain more information with which the
combustion tube sizes can be determined. Jection 6 describes the

* proposed experiments more fully.

- 10-
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Three of these 8 inch diameter engines with ., tip speed of
600 feet per second are capable of supplying enough pover to
propel a 3600 pound gross weight helicopter including a 1200 pound
payload (including pilot). The endurance of this machine would
be about 1.0 hours at full load or about 6.a hours with no pay-
load. It is expected th at helicopters 1ropellea with the 1ulti-
Jet will be able to compete quite favorably with the piston driven
helicopter as well as making the overal1 construction much sim-
pler and cheaper.

A full description of the jet unit z. a comxp.rison of var-
ious helicopter drive systems is given in References and 4.

R ]jTRICTUD
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SECTION III

1aP2RIMENTAL IN VE6TIGATI0N

31.I Detonation

The detonation experiments were continued in the shook tube
as desoribed in the lacst progress letter (see Figure 22 in Refer-
ence 1).

Various ethylene-air mixtures were introduced into the ex-
pansion chamber and their combustability or ignitability was
proved by their ignition by means of a spark. This spark was
obtained by means of a small ignition system used on the small
model airplane gas engines. The ethylene and air were introduced
separately into the expansion chamber .nd werc thoroughly mixed
by means of a plunger which was passed through the tube a few
times. When tne mixture was ignited with the spark a very weak,
muffled pop was heard and a very dull, blue flame, tinged with
orange, was noticed issuing from the end of the tube, During
these ignition tests, a single cellophane diaphragm was placed
in its usual position in the shock tube and a oin*le sheet was
tied to the end of the expansion tube. The pressure obtained
due to the ignition was barely able to blow off the piece of
cellophane on the end of the tube, while the diaphragm was un-

broken. After each ignition the tube was blown out by allowing
compressed air to pressurize the compression chamber and rupture
the single sheet of cellophane clamped in the diaphragm position.

The next step was to determine which of the above r;ixtures
that proved to be ignitable by means of a spark could be detonated
by means of a shock wave. The fuel-oxygen in the ethylene-air
mixture was in the same range of ratios as those used by Shepherd.
in his experiments on ethylene-oxygen reported in Reference 7.
These fuel-air mixtures could not be detonated by means of a
shook wave. Pressures up to 100 psi were used in the compression
chamber producing shook waves with a pressure ratio of 2,5. It
was deduced then that the shock waves were not strong encueh to
detonate the ethylene-air mixtures. iince it was impossible to
obtain higher pressures with the present air supply, stronger
waves were not produced.

It was then decided that the e :periments of 3hepherd (Ref-

W erence 7) should be repeated. He found that an 181d mixture of

ethylene and oxygen could be detonated by means of z shook wave
having a pressure ratio of 1.80 (produced in a uhock tube having
a compression chamber presduro of 65 psi.)

kFISTRMPT
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In our experiments the air in the expansion ch~inber was
displaced. by allowing trie oxygen to flow through thie tube for a
few minutes. The tube wac then closed and the ethylene wne allow-
ed to flow into the expansion cbximber, The gases wiere then thor-
oughly mixed. Again shook waves up to a pressure ratio of 2.50
did not detonate the ethylene-oxygen mixtures. It was not clear
why Shepherd's results could not be duplicated. To determine if
the mixture was combustible, the sp)8rk was again us~ed to ignite
the mixture.

On ignition .-,th the spa-rk the mixture ignited -,.nd burned
with explosive violence. It was deduced thpt detonation had
occurred. The expansion chmber was 34 feet long and 2 iwhes
in diameter. A tube 4" in diameter surrounded the end of the ex-
pansion crh.mber to collect the xhutgces ad duct them out
of the room. This 4" tube which viau made of galvanized sheet
iron was blowin apart by the eXplosion. It was f'ror. this obser-
vation thpt it was d~educed that detonzation had occurred. A better
method of detectin- a detonation wave is needed.

The experiments in letonation have beer diocoutinued until
more ,.ir 'nressure can be obtr-, ned to produce stronger snock waves.

3.2 Ceramic 3urner Tests

Very simple burner tests have been set up to test the surface
combustion in several different kinds of' ceramic tubes. The
purpose of tihese tests is to determine the actual conditions in
a tube having a size which more clojely -pproximctes the tubes
being used in the Mdulti-Jet.

The parameters being measured are air flo-;, fuel flow,
inlet temperzature, outlet temperature and tube tempera.ture. Ethy-
lene will be used in the first experiments. liinimun viall temp-
eratures required to start the high maso flow burning-n v. 11 be
investigated.. Ignition limits of the fuel-air ratios will be
determined.

Vasious ceramics will be tried uuch as Carbofrax ,Stupalith
Iletamia *and other materials tna~t are a.vailable. The dura~bility

I.A bondea. silicon carbide refriatory supplied by the Carborundum
Co., Refractories Division, earth A1mboy, New Jersey

2. A lithium alumino-silicate composition supplied by 6.tupakoff
Ceramic and 14anufacturing Co,, Latrobe, iPennsylvenia

3. An aluminum oxide material with coba-lt binder supplied by the
Haynes Jtellite Company, Division of Union Carbide and Carbon
Corporation, 725 3., Lindsay Kt, okomo, Indiana

-13-
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and the resiatanoe to abrasion vt ii be ohecked for these various
materials and also their resistanoe to thermal shook.

The equipment for these tests is being assembled and the
tests will be under way shortly.

-14
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The computations of Tables I t:nd II give the performance
calculations for a 36" diaretor Lulti-Jet operating under an
actual cycle. ,ost of the headings are self-explained. Table I
gives the supersonic performance com)utations while Table II
gives the subsonic performance computations. The numerical
subscripts refer to the flow con!ition u 'uri:.g tiio different
phases of the cycle. Referring to Table I and i'ig6ure 1, the
subscript "o" refers to t'ie arr.bient conditions of t1- flow;
"l" refers to the flow conditions of tne duo flow during sca-
venging; "2" refers to the flow conditions after the passage
of the shook wave; "3" refers to the corditions in tie closed
combustion chamber after burning is completed :nC just before
discharge. The primed symbol is used to denote t-s flow con-
ditions of the stme inlet pnde after tie flow has arrived at
the rear of the tube tnd has been influenced by tihe frictional
forces in the duct. It will be noted that N.l - 0.6 for all
oases and the tube diverges at L small anle in order to keep
I1  constant throughout the length. Column 18 givOs the average
density of the fuel-air mixture in t:e tube. Column 1.i ,ives
the ideal total weight of air trapped in the tube. The weight
of air per cycle must still be reduced by a correction factor
thEt is determined frcm the opening, and closing times of the
valves. The total pressure obtained in tae tube must be reduced
by this correction factor. Tables I an2 iI are similar up to
column 19. In Table I (for the supersonic case) column X0 gives
the expansion rotio of the high pressure gases during the dis-
charge )hase for ti supersonic flight velocities 1. '? 1.00.
The impulse during the discht.rge phise for tne vjiAus expansion
ratios of Column 20 for a given tobal zressure ratio Pgt-F,'4, po
is plotted in Figure 2. These curves are ootained from Figures
29 and 32 of Reference 2. The given flight Ilaoh number deter-
mines the final pressure during discharge given by

a~.7)
for the supersonic Maoh numbers. Then in ."igure 29, (Reference
2) P Swould correspond to column 20. From Figure 29 (Reference
2) for a given maximum cycle pressure and the vLlue of column
20, the value

Cpscg AN. 0-3
VOL

is obtained, 2or the given pressure ratio Pi P
1. 6-
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on Figure 32 (Reference 2) the value of

'CoIscH AN Q.1
VOL

found on Figure 29 (Reference 2) is used to find the out-off
point on the thrust curve. The area is found under the thrust
curve between the limits

0 o "Lwsrj4 AN £Z3
VOL

(given by Figure 29, Reference 2) and plotted on Figure 2 for
the given value of i In this way the curves for 11 2.80,
2.00 and 1.00 were ogtaine6 for Figure 2. From Figure 2 column
21 of Table I is obtained. By integration of the curve of
Figure 30 (in Reference 2) fromZ V 0 to 'C --V03¢H (i.e.
the value of T found from Figure 29 (Reference 2) using
P'/ P7 a column 20) gives the percentage of air discharged
during the thrust phase (while the .ressure dropped from P3 to

PI *" P,
(P3 +.P3') Z, /17

This can be seen from the following equation where w is the
weight flow in lbs/seo.

where .- cr.,s., is the weight of ,ir discharged and (tA3.Vol)
is the total aeight of air contained in the tube before discharge.
Column 23 gives the percentage of air discharged while 24 gives
the weight of the remaining sir. Jince the gases are expanded
isentropically in the tube during the disch&rge phase, the total
temperature at the end of discharge is given in column 26. From
the value of the total temperature in the tube the velocity of
sound at a nozzle ,(discharging at sonic velocity) can be found.
This is the velocity of the remainder of the burnt gases during
scavenging and is given by column 27. The value of 4TUAv for
column 28 is obtained from Figures 5 and 6 in Reference 1. The
impulse of the scavenged gises as they are discharged is given
in two parts. The gases first issue at a low nozzle pressure Z

P, -I- P,'
? x. 17

After the pressure effects from the front valve reach the exhaust,
the gases issue at a higher pressure a PtRR& / Approximately
4 of the remainder of the gases leaves at the low pressure, the
other 3/4 leaves at the higher pressure. It was assumed that
the nozzle velocity remained the same during the whole scavenging
period. Actually the pressure and temperature effects of the
opening action of the inlet valve would increase the exit velocity
from that given by column 27. This is neglected. Columns 29
and 30 give the two pressures The impulse of these gases is

IASTICTErD
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then computed in columns 31, 32 and 33 which when added give
the imp.ulse durine scavenging (column 34). The impulse of the
intake air is given by column 35. The net impulse is given
by column 36. The total duration of the cycles are obtained
Wom Figures 5 and 6 (Reference 1).

If the valves reauire a finite time "t" to open and close
(iigure 3) then the mass that will flow into the tube while the
inlet vmlve is open will be reuoed from that of the ideal cycle.
This also reduces the maximum cycle pressure. The reduotion of
these two parameters causes a reduction of thrust and specific
thrust and an increase in specific fuel consumption.

t Vt

OPEN 50

Figure 3

Valve Diagram

In Figure 3 "a" is the actual time the inlet valve is opened.
totally or pcrtially, This is obtained from Figures 5 to 8.Ref.1
It is assumed that if the inlet valve was fully open for the
period of time "a" then the ideal mass would have entered the
tube. Therefore, the ratio of the actual mass per cycle to the
ideal mass per cycle would be

-t t - (2)

The percentage deorease in thrust due to the reduction of
mass flow is then

The percentage decrease in maximum cycle pressure due to the
decrease in mass per cycle is then t/a , and the further per-

t centage decrease in thrust due to decrease in maximum cycle
pressure is

t(4)

T 0-D
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Where K is given by Figure 26 of Reference 2.

The ideal thrust is then re&uoed by

(I- t)(I Kt)(5)

The specific thrust is reduced by

KI) (6)

The specific fuel consumption is increased by

K L )(7)

The above considerations explain columns 38 to 46 and 49 and 50.
The fuel-air ratio is found from Figure 10 of Reference 1.

Table II gives the conputations for the subsonic flight
velocities. Since columns 1 to 19 are similar to those of
Table I they are not repeated.

Column 20 gives the expansion ratio during the discharge
phase. Column 21 gives the impulse which is found from the
curve of Figure 33 in Reference 2. For the subsonic flight
kach numbers, the pressure in the tube is allowed to drop to Pot
(where I_ defines Pot ) since the variation of Pot for 04-A X
0.75.caues a very small variation in the impulse ( -. 3%), 0
differences in the impulse curve for the subsonic flight vel-
ocities were neglected. The curve of Figure 33 (Reference 2,
was sufficiently accurate for this purpose. Columns 23, 24
and 25 of Table II are similar to columns 23, 24 and 25 of Table
I. The exit nozzle pressure during scavenging was assumed to
be equal to the velocity of the inlet fuel-air mixture (i.e.
Ni4, ). The impulse of the scavenged gases are therefore,
given in column 26. The rest of the columns are similar to those
of Table I,

Columns 51 to 57 of Table I and Columns 43 to 49 of Table
II give the drag and thrust coefficients of a typical supersonic
missile with a wing area of 425 square feet, powered by 4 of the
36" diameter engines. The thrust and drag coefficients are
referred to the wing area and the drag coefficients are obtained
from Figure 17(a) of Reference 1.
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